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Merit exemplar 2016 

Subject: JAPANESE Standard: 91556 Total score: 22 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 M5 

This question scored an M5 because despite the answers demonstrating a 
clear overall understanding of the text to a high level, there are key details 
omitted and information not supplied; eg. They have not supplied a timeframe 
around the accommodation, nor included the fact that there was a guided tour 
around the island. There are several instances where they have misread 
vocabulary; ie “construction activities”, and “jyuu jikan” to be a ‘clock’, which 
affected the overall meaning of the answer.  

2 M5 

This question also scored an M5 because the candidate, although generally 
demonstrating a clear understanding of the text, was in places unable to pull 
the information together in a cohesive manner to faithfully reflect the specific 
details of the text. i.e “ the Maori people’s ways’”, rather than “understand the 
way the Maori people (are protecting their culture and language). And in 
places answered awkwardly to the point where the information was unclear; ie 
“the people who are working are different to protect …” 

3 
 

M5 

An incomplete answer to (b) and a misunderstanding about the general way 
the message is conveyed has kept this grade to an M5. As in the previous two 
questions, the answers demonstrate that the candidate has a clear overall 
understanding of the text, but lacks detail or fails to expand upon information 
suffice to lift it to an E grade. It is an M5 not an M6 because the candidate has 
neglected to complete the information in (b), and has supplied incorrect 
information in (c), ie “the grandmother can’t do anything about the child and is 
hopeless”. 

4 E7 

This question was awarded an E7 on the basis that the candidate has shown a 
thorough understanding of the text and is able to select and expand on 
relevant information with their ideas and opinions supported by details 
selected from the text. It scored an E7 not an E8 because although they have 
given reasons for and against the success of ‘yurukyara’ in NZ, they do not 
clearly state that the kanji for Gunma has the character for ‘horse’ in it, and 
they do not clearly identify the fact that a ‘yurukyara’ has something that 
connects them to the region. 

 




